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Group A 

3.2 Present perfect with just, yet, already 
(not) yet   Past Simple 

Exercise 1  

1 played: We use the past simple here, because he/she 

doesn’t play the piano now. He/She says I changed 

instruments. 

2 Have you tidied: Yet at the end of the question tells us 

we need to use the present perfect. 

3 wrote: Ten years ago tells us this is something that 

happened in the past and is now finished, so we use the 

past simple. 

4 have already seen: Already tells us this sentence should 

be in the present perfect. 

5 hasn’t won: Yet, which means ‘up to now’, tells us that 

this is a present perfect sentence. 

6 saw: The time reference yesterday means that this 

sentence is about something that happened in the past 

and is now finished, so we use the past simple. 

7 Were you: Last week tells us that this is about something 

that happened in the past and is finished now, so we 

use the past simple. 

8 have just driven: Just tells us that this is a present perfect 

sentence, and there are two people so we need have. 

 
Exercise 2  

1 seen: The first sentence has a past time reference, so 

the past simple is used. The second sentence uses 

already, so we use the present perfect because this 

means ‘up to now’. 

2 came: The first sentence uses just and no time 

reference, so the present perfect is used. The second 

sentence has a past time reference – five minutes ago – 

so we use the past simple. 

3 you been: The first sentence has a past time reference – 

yesterday – so the past simple is used. The second 

sentence has no time reference and includes the word 

yet, so we use the present perfect. 

4 haven’t found: The first sentence uses the present 

continuous – are hoping ... . The second sentence uses 

the word yet, so we use the present perfect. 

5 driven: The first sentence has a past time reference – 

two minutes ago – so the past simple is used. The 

second sentence uses just and no time reference, so we 

use the present perfect. 

6 rode : The first sentence uses the present perfect with 

already, and no time reference. The second sentence 

has a past time reference – yesterday – so we use the 

past simple. 

7 you done: The first question is in the present. The 

second question uses yet so we use the present perfect. 

 

 

 

Group B 

3.2 Present perfect with just, yet, already 
(not) yet   Past Simple 

Exercise 1  

1 went: The time reference – three years ago – tells us this 

is about something that happened in the past and is 

finished now, so we use the past simple. 

2 hasn’t learnt/learned: Yet at the end tells us this sentence 

should be in the present perfect. 

3 have already bought: Already tells us this sentence 

should be in the present perfect and there are two 

people so we need have. 

4 Has Mark got: Yet at the end of the question tells us we 

need to use the present perfect here, in the question form. 

5 took: The time reference – last week – tells us this is 

something that happened in the past and is now finished, 

so we use the past simple. 

6 did: The time reference – when I was younger – tells us 

this is something that happened in the past and is now 

finished, so we use the past simple. 

7 Was Bill: The time reference – last night – tells us this is 

something that happened in the past and is now 

finished, so we use the past simple. 

8 hasn’t studied: Paul only started yesterday, so we can 

use the present perfect to describe something that 

started in the past and continues to the present. 

 

Exercise 2  

1 gone: In the first sentence, there is a past time reference 

– two minutes ago – so the past simple is used. The 

second sentence uses just and no time reference, so we 

use the present perfect. Note – we can’t say has just 

been to school. This means he’s already gone to school 

and come back again. 

2 seen: In the first sentence, there is a past time reference 

– last week – so the past simple is used. The second 

sentence uses yet, and has no time reference, so we 

use the present perfect. 

3 drove: The first sentence uses already and has no time 

reference, so the present perfect is used. The second 

sentence has a past time reference – yesterday – so we 

use the past simple. 

4 written: The first question is in the present simple. The 

second sentence uses yet, with no time reference, so 

we use the present perfect. 

5 drank: The first sentence has no time reference and uses 

just, so the present perfect is used. In the second 

sentence, there is a past time reference – five minutes 

ago – so we use the past simple. 

6 begun: The first sentence has a past time reference – 

yesterday – so the past simple is used. The second 

sentence uses already, and no time reference, so we 

use the present perfect. 
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7 Maisie given: The first question is in the present simple. 

The second question uses yet so we use the present 

perfect. 

 

Group A 

3.5 Comparative and superlative adjectives 
too and enough 

Exercise 1  

1 best: Ever tells us that this should be a superlative 

adjective because it means ‘in your life’. 

2 faster: Much ... than tells us that this is a comparative. 

With short adjectives such as fast, we add -er to make 

the comparative form. 

3 tall enough: Νot tall enough means the same as ‘too 

short’. The word enough always goes after the 

adjective. 

4 worse: The word than tells us that we need a 

comparative here. The adjective bad has an irregular 

comparative form: worse. 

5 most valuable: With longer adjectives which have more 

than two syllables, for example, valuable, we add the 

most to make the superlative form. 

6 interesting as: We can make negative comparisons with 

not as … as. The adjective doesn’t change form. 

7 too expensive: If something is too expensive, it may 

mean you haven’t got enough money for it. We put too 

before the adjective. 

8 the furthest / the farthest: The superlative form of far is 

either furthest or farthest because it has two possible 

forms. 

 
Exercise 2  

1 enough to play: If you need to play better, it means 

you’re not good enough to play. We put enough after 

the adjective. 

2 further / farther: The word than in the second sentence 

tells us that we need a comparative form here. The 

comparative form of far is further or farther. 

3 as popular: We can make negative comparisons with not 

as … as. The adjective doesn’t change form. 

4 the most wonderful: The words I’ve ever heard tell us that 

we need a superlative form here. With longer adjectives 

which have more than two syllables, for example, 

wonderful, we add the most to make the superlative 

form. 

5 difficult (to play) than: With longer adjectives which have 

more than two syllables, for example, difficult, we add 

more to make the superlative form. 

6 the most: The words I’ve ever played in tell us that we 

need a superlative form here. With longer adjectives 

which have more than two syllables, for example, 

important, we add the most to make the superlative 

form. 

7 too scary to watch: We use too before the adjective and 

we follow it with a to-infinitive. 

 

 

Group B 

3.5 Comparative and superlative adjectives 
too and enough 

 
Exercise 1  

1 fast enough: I don’t think Jack is fast enough to win the 

race means the same as ‘I think Jack is too slow …’. We 

put enough after the adjective. 

2 bigger: With shorter adjectives which have one or two 

syllables, for example, big, we add -er to make the 

comparative form. Some adjectives, like big or hot, need 

to double the middle letter in the comparative. 

3 exciting as: We can make negative comparisons with not 

as … as. The adjective doesn’t change form. 

4 the most comfortable: With longer adjectives which have 

more than two syllables, for example, comfortable, we 

add the most to make the superlative form. 

5 too late: We put too before the adverb. 

6 worse: The adjective bad has an irregular comparative 

form: worse. 

7 the best: The adjective good has an irregular superlative 

form: the best. 

8 the heaviest: With some two-syllable adjectives which 

end in -y, for example, heavy, we lose the -y and add -

iest to make the superlative form. 

 
Exercise 2  

1 as far away: We can make comparisons with as … as. 

The adjective doesn’t change form. 

2 old enough: If you’re too young to do something, you’re 

not old enough to do it. We put enough after the 

adjective. 

3 as difficult: We can make comparisons with as … as. The 

adjective doesn’t change form. 

4 the best: The adjective good has an irregular superlative 

form: the best. 

5 the most: With longer adjectives which have more than 

two syllables, for example, exciting, we add the most to 

make the superlative form. 

6 too hard to learn: We use too before the adjective or 

adverb. We follow it with a to-infinitive. 

7 the worst: The adjective bad has an irregular superlative 

form: the worst. 

 


